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	Organization: United States Sugar Corporation
	CATEGORY: [Other]
	DATE: 1/16/2010
	HEADLINE: Support for the Southern Gardens Diagnostic Laboratory
	TITLE: Providing Additional Support for the Southern Gardens Diagnostic Laboratory
	PI: Michael Irey
	ABSTRACT: The Southern Gardens Diagnostic Lab (SGDL) started receiving grower samples on Oct. 31, 2006.  Through Dec. 2009, the lab has received and has run 124,204 and123,872 grower samples, respectively.  In addition the lab has run tests on 3,678 psyllid samples and 16,825 samples for Southern Gardens for a total of 144,375 samples tested by real-time PCR since the inception of the SGDL.  For the  calendar year 2009, 48,700 grower samples were tested versus 40,640 for 2008.  This represents a throughput increase of 20%.  The total number of grower samples received for 2009 was 44,856 versus 49,802 for 2008.  This represents a decrease in sample volume of 10%.The lab is now fully staffed and the current capacity is approximately 1,600 samples per week.  With the increased capacity, we are continuing the development of additional process improvements to increase the capacity and accuracy of the laboratory.  Included in these process improvements are the use of nested PCR in psyllid testing, the use of alternate primers to double check questionable results, and the development of procedures to automate the extraction of DNA.  As the procedures are developed they are incorporated into the routine operation of the lab only after successful long-term use in parallel with the already proven and validated protocols.The lab continues to provide training to personnel from other states and countries and also has served as a reference laboratory for laboratories that are just now coming online.
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